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 by Christian Guthier   

Koppenwallner 

"Exclusive Watches in the Old Town"

Koppenwallner is an exclusive jewelery and accessory boutique. You can

find watches by brands like Patek Philippe, Bulgari, IWC or Blanc Pain.

They offer beautiful selections that would make any watch enthusiast grin

ear to ear while saving some of their exclusive pieces for a very select

privileged few. The prices of some of the fine and beautiful bracelets,

necklaces and rings can only be obtained by request. A selection of

original Fabierge products of limited edition can also be found here. Apart

from the head office, they also have a branch at the Universitätsplatz.

 +43 662 84 2617  www.koppenwallner.com  juwelier@koppenwallner.c

om

 Alter Markt 7, Salzburg

 by mikefats   

Leather Goods Schliesselberger 

"Leather Goods"

Lederhaus Schliesselberger is situated in a back street of the Linzergasse.

Here, you can find exquisite leather goods such as handbags and belts

from a range of different manufacturers. You can also order a custom

made belt suited to your individual tastes. You choose the buckle, leather,

width and the kind of processing you desire, and collect the belt after two

or three days. The shop is open on the first Saturday of each month from

9a to 4p.

 +43 662 87 3182  www.lederhaus.at/  office@lederhaus.at  Lederergasse 5, Salzburg

 by Maegan Tintari   

Deco Art 

"Jewellery from 1900 - 1950"

In this shop at the Universitätsplatz (direction - Wiener

Philharmonikergasse) you can find a good collection of international style

jewellery from the Thirties to the Fifties. During this period, stylish

jewellery was made using materials such as plastic, bakelite, rhinestone or

more expensive stones. This is also why the prices vary substantially, it

depends on what the piece you are thinking of buying is made of. You can

also find cheaper modern pieces such as rings, bracelets, necklaces or ear-

rings or more dear ons such as intriately decorated chokers.

 +43 662 841752  Wiener Philharmoniker Gasse 1, Salzburg

 by andrewmalone   

Intersport Eybl 

"Sports Shop"

The Eybl sports shop is spread out over three floors and offers a large

range of sporting goods. It is located in the south of Salzburg. Here you

can buy not only sportswear, bikes and skiing equipment, but also special

goods such as equestrian equipment. Very competent shop assistants

help you to find what you want. Articles like mountaineering boots can be

exchanged after the first use if they don't fit. You can also rent cross-

country skis, snow-shoes and so on.
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 +43 662 62 8556  www.eybl.at/  office.eybl.sa@sport-

eybl.com

 Alpenstrasse 108, Salzburg
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